












































































Hard Materials Scholarship 2015 – Coffee Table Chair

In this report the candidate has submitted a portfolio that demonstrates aspects of high 
level of analysis, critical thinking and synthesis.  She has applied highly developed 
knowledge and skills.  Throughout her report she has shown a clear understanding of her 
situation and defined logically development of precise and clear ideas.

In the report’s brief introduction the candidate clearly states a rich understanding of the 
initial need; one piece of furniture answering two requrements. Having a rich, and authentic 
need and opportunity is vital for the candidate to explore the complexities of an issue across 
the full curriculum strands. The outcome was a dual focus of multi-functionality and space 
saving furniture for the smaller home (Pg 3).

Concise research into existing technologies follows with a link to environmental and the 
beginning of sustainability statements (Pg 5,8,9) along with the introduction of a target 
market, with a good range of potential stakeholder, are further covered and identified at 
the top of page 7, and page 10 as: students, first home buyers and people who are being 
effected by rising house prices. The Initial brief further shows the complexities of the 
situation and variance of the specifications for the target market. Attributes are 
comprehensively reflected on along with base logic of design.

In Page 6 although the report shows complexity in the previous research the candidate 
explains how a design of space saving furniture does not have to be complex ie fold down 
and pull out etc.  As explained/expanded further in the report these statements begin to 
show simplicity and optimisation. A range of concepts are constructed with clear evaluation 
of the products vs the target markets need, alongside consultation with initial stakeholders 
(pg13). The candidate reflects on the possible environment where the prototype could be 
situated (Pages 8,34)   Areas such as 2 bedroom houses, student flats and other areas with 
small living areas, backed up by stakeholder statements are identified. Pages 34,35 show 
the prototype in the intended environment and in use. 

Clear brief development leads to next step planning (pg 14), giving the reader a link to 
clarified specifications and also a development of the aspects of her target market within a 
conceptual statement (pg 15). 

Page 16 leads to a statement in relation to her technological practice with the radius of her 
design vs material choice clearly linked to the target markets space saving scenario. Also 
introduced on this page is the introduction of her exploration of the cultural sensitivities of 
a table that could be sat on. Pages 20 and 23 further display reflection and applied 
knowledge with the issue of tapu around the sitting on of a possible eating surface and 
pages 9,22,34 covering some of the OSH issues and safety.

Throughout the report the candidate displays evidence of on-going critical reflection on the 
pertinent knowledge gained from a variety of sources pages 4,5,6,7,10,14,19,202223,34 
that impacted upon their practice and outcome development.  This evidence is further 
applied throughout the remainder of the portfolio.

Throughout the reading of the portfolio the candidate displays how the reflection of the 
situation’s attributes guide problem-solving, resulting in processes or next steps leading to 
an outcome which is again reflected on.  A great deal of forward thinking is also evident. The 
candidates brief development is sound, (pages 11,15,16,34 and 35) and the planning is 
evident throughout the practice often leading to statements of “I will need to” and “I will 
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be”.

Linking with her journey of research (pages 5-9) to the initial conceptual design ideas (pages 
12-14) development of and application of skills (pages 17, 18, 27 – 32) research on how 
other technologists completed laminating (page 19) and material selection with the relevant 
testing of materials (pages 17 -19 and 33), functional modelling that guided her practice 
(pages 17,18, 19, 21) lead to an impressive outcome development that was concisely 
evaluated both throughout the processes (pages 27- 33) but also comprehensively against 
the initial needs, briefs and stakeholder feedback.
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